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Secretive and enigmatic, the Vorlons have guided the affairs of the younger races for millennia. Now as 
the Shadows start to move, their plans too are brought forwards. Supremely confident in their powers and 
the rightness of their cause they don't see that the universe is changing around them. 

This fan expansion explores the plans, powers and failings of the Vorlons. Yet they are not the only power 
in the galaxy; others are also exploring ancient enigmas. Some are looking for defences against the 
coming storm while others look for ways to profit from it. 

The expansion introduces a new Crusade Pile – The Enigma – that allows intrepid players to unearth 
deck-destroying secrets. The Vorlons themselves are revealed, their angelic forms providing great 
opportunities to anyone who would risk them. Other forces are at play: the Psi Corps plans gain a new 
focus, the Grome come to prominence among the League of Worlds and new ambassadors step forward. 
And finally, John Sheridan's story comes to an end. Skilful players can share success in the greatest 
mystery of the dawn of the third age: what did happen to John Sheridan.

Rules

The first thing you need to know about the new rules is that there are no new rules but there are some 
new pieces of terminology.

Races and Factions

The “default” faction for each race has now been termed the “Babylon Project” Faction. This is purely a 
terminology change with no rules implications.

Tainted
Factions and cards can be “tainted” by their relation to either of the two “Elder Races.” 

• A card is Shadow-tainted if it is: loyal to the Shadows or the Drakh, has a Shadow Mark, 
provides a Shadow Mark or requires at least 1 Shadow Mark to play. Shadow Marks are also 
Shadow Tainted.

• A card is Vorlon-tainted if it is: loyal to the Vorlon, has the keyword “ranger,” has a Vorlon Mark, 
provides a Vorlon Mark or requires at least 1 Vorlon Mark to play. Vorlon Marks are also Vorlon 
Tainted.

Some characters have Vorlon or Shadow Marks. When these characters first enter play they are tainted. 
If, later, all such marks are purged from them then they are no longer tainted. Other card types which 
provide tainted marks remain tainted even if all the marks they are providing are purged. A non-character 
card provides a mark if it states that it causes some card (usually character) to “gain a mark” either 
directly (e.g. Growth in Chaos) or as a result of an activated effect (e.g. Ranger Training).

A faction is tainted if it contains a tainted card. E.g. a faction which has Morden in play is “Shadow 
Tainted.”

Allergic
Certain cards and marks are “allergic” to each other. Cards that are allergic to each other are so 
diametrically opposed that they cannot work together under any circumstances. The most notable 
example of this are the Shadows (and their allies) who cannot cooperate in any way with the Vorlons or 
anyone tainted by them. Vorlon-tainted cards and marks are allergic to Shadow-tainted cards and marks 
and vice-versa. This is known as “The Elder Races” allergy.



The rules governing allergic cards and marks are:

• You cannot play, face-up or face down, any card that is allergic to any card in your faction.

• No card can join your faction if that card is allergic to a card in your faction.

• You cannot gain a mark that is allergic to any other marks in your faction.

In practice this means that if your faction is Shadow-tainted you cannot play Vorlon-tainted cards, gain 
Vorlon Marks or have Vorlon-tainted cards join your faction and, if your faction is Vorlon-tainted the same 
is true in reverse.

Rulings

Clarification. Repeat participation in conflicts. If a card participates in a conflict and is somehow readied it 
can, by default, participate in other conflicts or even the same conflict again. Readying a character that is 
participating in a conflict does not automatically remove it from the conflict. Note, however, that if a 
character supports a conflict twice it does not add double support. It can support and then oppose if you 
really want to. The most common reason to participate more than once in the same conflict is to attack 
multiple times.

Clarification. Leading a Fleet. Leading a Fleet is a sustainable action. If a character readies while leading 
a fleet then that character is no longer leading the fleet. If the fleet was participating in a conflict then the 
fleet is still participating but the leader no longer is.

Reversal. “The All or Nothing” rulings. For a while Precedence claimed that all effects of a card were 
independent unless they were linked together by an ‘and’, in which case all effects had to succeed or 
none of them could. This has been rescinded. In practical terms this means that you can use Delenn 
Transformer, The Corps is Father and “And so it Begins” without having all effects work. The one 
exception is any effect which “reverses” another one. All reversals must be able to happen.

New. “The THEN rule.” Newer cards (from the “Anla’shok” expansion onwards) use the word ‘then” to 
indicate that multiple effects are linked. If a card reads “Rotate to do X then Y” and you cannot do X for 
some reason then you cannot do Y. Compare with “Rotate to do X and Y” where you can do Y even if you 
cannot do X.

Card notes

The 4 Vorlon “angels” are not versions of Kosh. Neither are the two Vorlon characters from Wheel of Fire. 
Images of Kosh (and Ulkesh) are used because they are the only ones available.

For the most up to date information see the wiki: http://bit.ly/qUSQUh
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